INTERGEO 2009
International Student meeting
Karlsruhe
22nd – 23rd September 2009

The DVW invites you
and your Students

What is the INTERGEO?

"INTERGEO is the world’s largest event and communication platform for geodesy, geoinformation and land management. The trade fair and conference cover all the key trends that crop up along the entire value-added chain – from geo-based information surveys and data processing to integrated applications."
What is the INTERGEO?

- The INTERGEO is organised by the German Society for Geodesy, Geoinformation and Land Management (DVW). This year it will be held in Karlsruhe, from September the 22nd to the 24th.
- Running in parallel with the events on the exhibition floor are the conference and INTERGEO forum. Leading professionals in their field will give presentations on European market developments.

Student activities at the INTERGEO

- Since the INTERGEO 2000 in Berlin, the German geodesy and surveying student organisations ARGEOS and KonVerS have continued to maintain booths in the exhibition area.
- Since 2005 they are organizing and hosting a “young surveyors session” within the INTERGEO- conference.
- At the parallel running INTERGEO 2006 with the FIG Congress in Munich, ARGEOS and KonVerS organized the first international Student meeting within such a Event.
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Student Meeting 2006 in Munich

- About 100 participants from 20 countries
- Excellent moderators
- 3 Presentations
- Wonderful discussion

Student meeting 2009 in Karlsruhe

- The DVW and the Council of European Geodetic Surveyors (CLGE) have decided to support and organize the next “official” student meeting at the INTERGEO in Karlsruhe 2009.
- They have tasked the FIG “young surveyors”, ARGEOS and KonVerS with the Organisation
Student meeting 2009 in Karlsruhe

The basic of the decision for DVW and CLGE to support Karlsruhe 2009 was the good output of INTERGEO in Hamburg 2003 and Munich 2006

2003 Denmark sent 70 Students to INTERGEO Hamburg
2006 Denmark sent 50 Students, Sweden sent 20 Students to INTERGEO Munich

The Danish and Swedish organizations paid for the bus and for the registration fee

-> and making it affordable

Student meeting 2009 in Karlsruhe

- The DVW is sponsoring the accommodation from 22nd to 23rd Sep. for about 200 people into a gym at the campus of the Karlsruhe University
- On the evening of the 22nd September will be a come together party, also partly sponsored by the DVW and organized by the student organizations ARGEOS and KonVerS
- On the 22nd (exact time will be announced into the program) will be a Session with presentations and discussions for Young Surveyors at the congress of the INTERGEO
- The fee for visiting the trade fair will be 4€/(person and day) for participants in a group. To get this special fee it is necessary to register before visiting the fair. The registration should be done until the 15th May 2009
Student meeting 2009 in Karlsruhe

We would like to welcome you and your young surveyors in Karlsruhe – please contact us
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t_schwing@web.de

www.dvw.de
www.intergeo.de
www.argeos.de
www.konvers.de

http://www.fig.net/commission1/wgroups/wg2_06_10.htm
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